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1. Introduction
We are experiencing more information and more useful services with the development of the internet and
mobile. These benefits are available anywhere in the world if you have a smartphone. The world now is in a
desperate need of digital currency from a reliable financial platform for digital finance. In this environment,
we aim to provide a financial innovation model service that can be used anywhere in the world with a new
form of blockchain digital currency based on blockchain technology by providing an easy, inexpensive, safe,
and simple financial infrastructure. The name of the currency we created, a financial service for all users
around the world, is ‘Ndealpay’.

According to the blockchain-related business outlook, the current blockchain business market is predicted to
be limited to a few success models despite the rapid growth trend. It is not only the recent problem that
financial transaction inconveniences have been raised in our lives. There are numerous obstacles even when
making payments for a very simple online shopping, such as escrow payment, accredited certificate payment,
financial institution software or ActiveX installation, etc. Blockchain technology is the solution to destroying
these security inefficiencies and time-consuming systems. The advantage of blockchain technology is in
breaking down centralized systems like banks and decentralization in which everyone becomes notaries of
transactions. It is a financial transaction system that supports P2P (Peer-to-Peer) transactions, the biggest
fundamental and benefit of blockchain, to all users. For example, it allows secure transactions directly from
person to person without any involvement of banks or third parties. However, although new blockchain
platforms are being introduced at this moment, blockchain technology and its results are rarely used as
payment methods in the real economy or in real life. Ndealpay is an encrypted digital currency based on
blockchain technology that can be used in real life, overcoming limitations, such as speed and scalability, and
is completely opened online payment platform.

POW (Proof of Work) mining of coins, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, is a structure that is mined by specific
people who participated in the mining. Coin mining requires unnecessary consumption of expensive
equipment, power, and graphic cards, and has many effects such as environmental pollution. Therefore, we

recognized the problems with the POW (mining) method and changed this illogical mining structure into a
structure of proof of transaction payment mining (Airdrop) for all participants in ‘Ndealpay’. There is no cost
involved in Ndealpay proof of transaction mining (Airdrop).

In Ndealpay, 1% of the total issuance of 10 billion units, which is 100 million units, is owned by the company,
and 99%, which is 9.9 billion units, are mined by proof of transaction (Airdrop). For the first transaction
amount (remittance / payment) each day, a previously set proportion (%) of ‘Ndealpay’ is mined (Airdrop) by
proof of transaction payment. Airdrop amount is designed in a format in which the number of payments
decreases whenever the total amount paid exceeds 5%. Ndealpay guarantees mining (Airdrop) for
recommenders as well. 20% of the daily Airdrop quantity of members recommended by the recommender
is also mined (Airdrop) to the recommender. 20% is separately guaranteed from the recommended members’
proof of transaction payment mining (Airdrop) quantity.

Ndealpay is based on blockchain technology and can implement P2P (Peer-to-Peer) cross-border transfers in
real-time with very low fees (0.000001NDEAL). Under the belief of Ndealpay, Ndealpay will basically provide
the advantages of a new concept of payment system for all users around the world to use. Ndealpay will
implement an international cross-border payment platform as a new model of mobile remittance and
payment and as the next trend for popular payments.

2. Simple & Innovative Payment Network
As Ndealpay provides a payment environment and payment method, anyone can easily and simply use
Ndealpay to pay and receive payments. It is a cryptocurrency used for real-time P2P remittance and payment
in the real economy by using a smart device as a storage device. Users can check transaction records on the
blockchain, and by connecting the blockchain and the Ndealpay protocol, real-time transfers and payments
can be made anywhere with a smartphone. Ndealpay's price is variable.

· Safe and simple remittance with Ndealpay is available anywhere on PC and mobile.
· QR Payment: Scan the QR of the person receiving the remittance and enter the amount to be sent.
· ID (Wallet Address) Remittance: Enter the ID (wallet address) of the person receiving the remittance and
the amount.

1) Efficiency
The transaction speed of 'Ndealpay' Blockchain technology enables real-time remittances.

2) Transparency
All transaction data is recorded on the blockchain network for accuracy, consistency, and transparency.

3) Security
Smart data immutability that is automatically enforced prevents the risk of data manipulation and hacking.

3. How to Use Ndealpay
Ndealpay can be purchased with Bitcoin, sold with Bitcoin, and withdrawn with Bitcoin at any time.

4. Ndealpay Issuance Amount
· Total Issuance Amount (100%): 10,000,000,000 NDEAL
· Transaction Mining (99%): 9,900,000,000 NDEAL
· Company (1%): 100,000,000 NDEAL

5. Proof of Transaction Mining (Airdrop)
It is a payment service developed with an innovative algorithm that is mined (Airdrop) in the form of
compensation only by remittance and payment.

※ Proof of Transaction Mining (Airdrop) Reference Example

6. Ndealpay Business
Ndealpay will enable continuous ecosystem expansion and realize promising projects for the revenue model.
Also, we will proceed with a model where you can enjoy content and receive rewards through game
connection. Ndealpay will create a variety of revenue models for holders.

7. Definition
Ndealpay is a cryptocurrency issued based on blockchain technology. The unit of Ndealpay is expressed in
NDEAL. It is designed to allow individuals to freely conduct financial transactions such as remittances through
P2P online. The account can be used worldwide based on blockchain technology, and hacking is virtually
impossible due to distributed storage technology.

8. Ndealpay Issuance
Ndealpay is issued in the form of proof of transaction payment and this is recorded on the blockchain.
Ndealpay makes transactions on the blockchain, records and stores them on the blockchain network.
Transactions on the Ndealpay blockchain record are used in Ndealpay's verification process.

9. Ndealpay Sale & Purchase
Issued Ndealpay allows you to purchase and sell Ndealpay on the exchange. Also, Ndealpay can be freely
traded between individuals in a P2P method and can be used with companies that accept Ndealpay.

10. Ndealpay Pricing
Ndealpay's price is freely determined by market principles on cryptocurrency exchanges. The factors affecting
Ndealpay's price will reflect the value of Ndealpay's business performance and the price of Ndealpay will be
affected by the demand and supply of the exchange market and the growth of the payment / blockchain
industry.

11. Legal Notice
1) This white paper has been prepared as a reference for Ndealpay and is for informational purposes only.
Ndealpay is not a stock, securities, debt, loan, or anything related to such. This white paper does not imply
an offer or solicitation to induce an investment or sell Ndealpay and Ndealpay is not an official or legally
binding investment of any kind.

2) Ndealpay does not give any rights to any individual or organization and any profit or loss gained from
conducting Ndealpay business does not belong to Ndealpay holders. The business risks borne by Ndealpay
are also not attributable to Ndealpay holders.

3) All individuals and parties participating in the Ndealpay purchase are at their own risk. The risk of loss due
to holding Ndealpay may be high. Ndealpay's value or availability may undergo major and sudden changes.
The Company is not responsible for such loss of the value of Ndealpay. Ndealpay is not refundable, is not
subject to speculation, does not guarantee investment returns to investors and transaction participants, and
investors are liable for any loss of investment.

4) This white paper contains specific estimates provided by the company. These estimates reflect various
assumptions regarding proof and mining (Airdrop). These assumptions may or may not be proven to be

correct. No statements are made in this white paper as to the accuracy of these assumptions or estimates
based on them.

5) Cryptocurrency and blockchain technology have been censored by various regulatory authorities around
the world. The functionality of the Ndealpay platform may be affected by one or more regulatory
investigations or actions, including, but not limited to, restrictions on the use of cryptocurrencies. This is
subject to change in the future according to legal regulations such as cryptocurrency policy agreements and
country-specific cryptocurrency policies.

6) Ndealpay is not responsible for situations in which Ndealpay cannot be accessed due to personal mistakes,
user actions or negligence during the investment process. Ndealpay does not guarantee complete security
against technical risks arising from transactions, and is not responsible for Ndealpay stability and hacker
attacks attempting to obtain it.

7) Depending on the business progress of the Ndealpay project, details such as technology, ecosystem, and
business methods may change, and investors cannot be held responsible for this.

8) This white paper is not legally binding on the company and its participants. The company's directors,
executives, employees and advisors do not guarantee the accuracy and stability of this white paper and are
not responsible for this white paper.

9) It is also not permitted to trade Ndealpay with money earned from criminal proceeds, such as drug
trafficking, or for money laundering or terrorist financing purposes. If any of the restricted participants
purchase Ndealpay with illegal and unauthorized funds and purposes or conduct purchases, the transaction
may be prohibited or restricted at any time and the purchase of such tokens may be canceled or invalidated.

10) The Company may modify, add or delete parts of the white paper for any reason or at any time and this

white paper or all information must not be illegally copied, modified, or distributed without the prior consent
of Ndealpay.

This white paper will be continuously developed and updated through research.

